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We of fer the following cements to the advance notice of the NRC
proposed " Plain English" -avision of freeder: of information act
rule *

(1) Is it writtet f n a way which can be reauily understood by
the general public?

Any persen who has a specific need or desire for the avail-
able infor=ation ceuld probably understand the regulation
well enough to find a way through the labyrinth of
bureaucratic procedures, rules and requirements to request
the infor=ation as proposed.

We don' t incv who ycu perceive the " general public" to be,
but it is probable "they" would not understand it.

(2) Does the organization and format .iake it possible for the
public to determine how to =ah a freedom of information
act request and what the proce:tures are for an NRC response?

The "public" probably could not me.ke such a deternination.
Someone with a particular need or desira could.

(3) Are there specific changes in st'/le, organization, format
et _ astance which would make the revised rule, as propos2d,
easier to understand.
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(4) Does the revised rule, as proposed, represent a significant
enough increase in clarity, when compared to the present rule,
to warrant a further expenditure of public funds to clarify
other NRC regulations?

No

(5) Are there other sections or parts of the Commission's regulations
that are particularly difficult to understand or ambiguous?

The Quality Assurance requirements in 10 CFR Part 71 are
particularly difficult to understand, especially when
applied ta industrial radiography. It is a complete
duplication of paperwork because all of the organizational
information, all of the container certification, all handling
instructions, radiation survey requirements, record keeping,
personnel qualifications and training, audits, and shipping
instructions are covered in great detail in the NRC license
to conduct an industrial radiography operation. The same
infor=ation must be resubmitted to another bureaucracy within

the NRC to comply with Qus.lity Assurance. The QA Program
serves no useful purpose nor does it improve the quality of
industrial radiography. Despite the required acceptance of
"finsi responsibility", there is absolurely nothing a
licensee can do to assure quality of a shipping container or
its radioactive source until he receives it. Then it's too
late to talk about quality. We can only take precautions,
and these are detailed in our license. If there are defects,

reporting of these are covered by 10 CFR Part 21. Shipping
instructipns are also covered in license procedures. We
believe that safeguards are adequately covered in 10 CFR
Parts 19, 20, 21, 30, 34 and 71 to assure safe conduct of
industrial radiography sad to assure minimal exposure to
radiation, whethcr receiving, using storing or shipping
radioactive sources.

We believe the Quality Assurance require =ents of 10 CFR
Part 71 should only be applied to serve a practical and
useful purpose. For Indust'4ni ladlography it only
duplicates bureaucracy ar' :,erverk.

Yours truly,

N & E1...o
R. D. Matthews
Manager - Maintenance Division
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